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Al gore's asinine statement? 
 
The final note on Kennan and his legacy would be this point recently made by the former U.S. Vice 
President, a typical ongoing anti-Russian sentiment:  

"Make no mistake: The stirrings in Congress and elsewhere of a new isolationism are very real. These new 
isolationists--some outspoken, some soft-spoken--seek nothing less than to impede President Clinton's 
ability to defend American interests and values. If left unchallenged, their efforts, in the end, may well lead to 
our nation's surrender of world leadership. If they succeed, the abandonment of the cause of reform 
throughout the former Soviet Union will be only one among many destructive and costly consequences." 

                            - U.S. policy towards Russia: the need for bipartisan consensus - Vice President Albert Gore Jr –  

                              in a Transcript, US Department of State Dispatch,  Oct 30, 1995.   

 
PS. The above quote is just an example of persistent American insistence on leading the world: 
for God's sake – WHY?! 
 

READ: pages 15 – 17, my analysis of this pathological statement – right to American 

leadership on the World Scene, in Hamlet's Rambler,  OK. 

�This is the crux of the problem, this particular essay more of an 

APOTHEOSIS of my story, i.e. American domestic and foreign policy-

amiss; moreover, also on HISTORICAL LESSONS never learned, never 

taken into account, including the astute Macedonian leader – Alexander the 

Great! 
 

He also paid the price of being a bad student; never listened to "his" Oracle?! 
 

We're pagans, Johnny: we Americans are probably the most irreligious people on the face 

of the Earth, pure pagans, hence all troubles in 'Stambul (i.e. an old Balkan cliché about 

Istanbul or Turkey: when Turkey's leadership in the capital didn't listen, it paid horrible 

prices, eventually loss of power, etc.)! This unprecedented illegal reach by the Barbarian 

Goth in our midst for worldwide leadership is at the ongoing core of the worldwide 

financial meltdown and many too many other ills! 
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Angelus terrarium Montenegro, 

would say the wise Latins. >>> Montenegro is the place to be! 

 
 


